
ON AN EXTENSION OF THE CONCEPT
CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION

H. d. brunk1

The purpose of the present note is in part to extend results of

Sidák [3] to cases where the measure is not finite, perhaps not even

<r-finite. In particular, the conditional expectation of a random vari-

able in Lx is obtained without the use of the Radon-Nikodym Theo-

rem, which, indeed, does not apply with the required generality. It

was found possible to extend at the same time results of [l] so as to

omit the requirement that the measure be totally finite. For this

reason the c-fields discussed in [3] are here replaced by cr-lattices.

In this connection it may be observed that E(X\ £) is the solution of

the regression problem: given X<ElL2, choose Y in the class C of

random variables in L2 measurable with respect to a cr-field £ so as

to minimize E(X—Y)2; E(X\ £) is the projection in L2 of X on C.

Certain problems of maximum likelihood estimation of ordered

parameters have solutions which also solve the above regression prob-

lem, in which £ is not a cr-field but is a cr-lattice, closed under counta-

ble union and countable intersection, but not necessarily under

complementation (see references in [l]).

Let (fi, S, jit) be a measure space: S is a c-field of subsets of fi, and

ß is a measure, cr-additive and complete, but not necessarily cr-finite.

The symbol S will also be used to denote the class of all events: an

event is an equivalence class of sets in S, two sets being equivalent if

their symmetric difference has measure 0. The symbol fi will denote

also the equivalence class to which fi belongs. (Events will often be

denoted by descriptions enclosed in brackets.) A random variable is

an equivalence class of real-valued S-measurable functions on fi, two

such functions representing the same random variable if they differ

on a set of measure 0. If A is an event, Ac will denote the comple-

ment of A, and xiA) or Xa will denote the indicator random variable

of A. Let Lx denote the class of integrable random variables, L2 the

class of square-integrable random variables. If £ is a sub-cr-lattice

(closed under countable union, countable intersection) of S contain-

ing 0 and fi, let a random variable X be termed ^-measurable if

[X>ö]G£ for every real a. A family C of random variables will be

called a convex cone if ktO, XGC,   YEC=ïkXEC, X+YEC; a
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conditional a-lattice if X„GC, » = 1, 2, ■ • • , Xn^X for some random

variable A=>supn A„GG, and dually. Let A(£) denote the class of

£-measurable random variables; A(£) is a conditional cr-lattice and

convex cone, and contains the constant random variables (cf. Theo-

rem 4). Let L1(£)=Lir\Ri£), A2(£) = A2HA(£). The class L2(£)

is a closed convex cone and sublattice of L2 (cf. Theorem 5).

Let H be a real Hubert space (not necessarily separable), and C a

closed convex cone in H. Let XE.H, and let Y denote the closest

point of G to A; this closest point will be termed the projection of X

on C. It is characterized by the properties

(1) (X - Y, Z) g 0 for all ZEC,

(2) (A -Y,Y)= 0,

where (•, •) denotes inner product. For if there were ZGG such that

(A- F, Z) >0, on setting o= (A- Y, Z)/\\z\\2 one would find F+aZ

nearer X than F; and if (A- F, F)<0 then (l-è)F is nearer X

than F, if è is chosen so that 0<6<min (1, 2c/||F||2), where

c= —iX—Y, Y). Simple calculations show also that if F¿ is the

projection of A¿ on C, i = l, 2, then

(3) || Fi- F2|| ¿\\Xi- X2\\.

It follows that projection on C is a continuous operator (not neces-

sarily linear) in H.

Let 05' denote the class of Borel sets of reals which exclude the

origin.

Theorem 1. // AGA2 then there is a unique FGA2(£) such that

(4) ( XZdu Ú ( YZdß for all Z G L»(L),

and

(5) B G Y-\B')        p(B) < oo =» I Xdß =  f FcfM.
J B J B

If also AGAi then FGAX area" (5) obtains for all BE F-^œ'). Further,

ij k is a real number such that X^k iX^k) then Y^k iY^k).

This theorem is proved in [l] for totally finite measures ju, in

which case the exclusion of Borel sets containing 0 is not required.

That in general (5) need not hold with ÖJ' replaced by the class ($>

of all Borel sets is seen on letting £ contain only 0, ñ, and an event

A of finite measure, with uiAc)= oo, and taking for X a random
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variable in Lx such that fAXdu>0, fÁcXdp,9¿0; then fAcXdu^fAeYdp
= 0.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let Y denote the projection of X on L2(£).

Inequality (4) is then an instance of (1). Let D denote the class of

real-valued functions <p on the reals such that c/>(F)GL2(£) and

f(X- Y)<p(Y)dn = 0. Using the fact that o^O, w^O, ZEL2(£) imply
that all of the random variables (mZ — a)\/0, mZ/\a, mZ\/( — a),

(mZ+a) A0 are in L2(£), one finds that D is a lattice containing, for

each positive number u and for each positive integer re>l/w, the

function c/>„ defined by (p„(t)=0 lor t^u — l/n, <pn(t)=n(t — u + l/n)

loru — l/n<tf¡íu,(pn(t) = llort>u. For re sufficiently large, [0„(F)^O]

C[F>re/2], an event of finite measure, so that Lebesgue's Domi-

nated Convergence Theorem maybe used to show that f[Yzui(X—Y)dp

= 0 if m>0. Similarly the integral of X— Y over each of the events

[F>m], [Fg-w], [F<—re] is zero if re>0. The remaining con-

clusions of the theorem follow.

Another property of projection on a closed convex cone and lattice

will be required, valid in a real Hubert space H which is also a vector

lattice satisfying (a, b) = (a\Jb, a/\b) and a^O, b^O^ia, b)^0. If

Yi denotes the projection of Xt on C, * = 1, 2, and if X2^Xi, then

Fj^Fi. For, on setting F*=FiVF2, F*=FiAF2 and noting that

Y1+Yl=Y*+Y*, we find that ( F* - Yu Yx - F*) - ( Y*, Yx) - ( Y*, F»)
= 0. It follows that

(X2 - Y*, Yx - F*) = (X2 - Xlt Yx - F*) + (Xx - Yx, Yx - F*)

= (X2 - Xx, Yx - F») - (Xx - Yx, Y*) è 0

since X2-Xx^0, Yx- F*^0, and Y*EC. Hence

\\X2 - Y2\\2 = \\X2 - Y*\\2+ 2(X2 - Y*, Yx - F*) +1| Fi - F*||2

5; ||X2- F*||* + ||Fi- F*||2

which implies

F* = F2    and    F* = Yx.

Theorem 2. // XÇlLx then there is a unique FGLi(£) such that

(6) I  XZdp. ̂   I   YZdnfor all bounded ZEL2(£)

and

(7) f Xdp = f Y dp. for all B G Y-^a').
J B J B
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Proof. For positive integers M, N, define Xn,m = N if X>N,

Xn,m = X if l/N<X^N, Ajv,k = 0 if -l/M^Xúl/N, XN,M = X
if -M^X^-l/M, Xn,m=-M if X<-M. Let YN,M denote the
projection on A2(£) of Xn.m- From the remarks preceding the theo-

rem it follows that Fiv = Iimjií YNiM and F^im^ YN exist as ex-

tended real-valued random variables. Let En,m= [F¿y,Af>0], Fn.m

= [Yn.m<0], Then by Theorem 1,

I Yn,m I du =  I YN,Mdp =  I        Xif,Mdu ̂ | X | ¿V,

and similarly

I Yn,m I dp g  I I AI ¿>,

so that

f I F* ,M I dp ̂  J I A I da.

Using the monotone convergence theorem, one finds that FG^i(£).

Limit arguments lead to (6) and (7). Let <£„(') = [iA»]V(_ «); then

Z£.Lii£)=*j>niZ)EL2i£), and <£„(Z) is bounded. If both Fx and F2

satisfy (6) and (7) then/(A- F,)0n(Fi)d/x = Oand/(A- F¿)<¿>„(F3_¿)dM
^0, i=l, 2, hence /(F2-Fx) [<K(F2)-c£n(Fi)]a> ^0 for every »,

which in turn implies Fi = F2.

Remark on Theorem 2. If £ is indeed a o--field of events, rather

than just a cr-lattice, then ZGA2(£) implies — ZG£2(£), so that

Theorem 2 yields the conditional expectation, A(A| £). We note

that no use is made here of the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, which in-

deed need not hold in (O, S, u) ; Segal shows in [2 ] that the Radon-

Nikodym Theorem holds only in "localizable" measure spaces. While

linearity fails for general tr-lattices £, no better notation for the ran-

dom variable F in Theorem 2 occurs to the author than A(X| £).

Theorem 3. If £ is a sub-o-field of S then £( • | £) is the unique con-

tinuous extension to Li of projection in L2 on L2(£).

For the case ju(ß) < 00 this theorem is given by Sidák [3]. For the

more general situation in which £ is an arbitrary sub-c-lattice of S

containing 0 and fl, the present author does not know whether or

not the conclusion obtains. However, it is not difficult to show that

if Xn is a monotone sequence of elements of Li converging in Li to X
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then E(Xn\ £) converges in Lx to E(X\ £).

Proof of Theorem 3. Let Xn£.Li, re = 0, 1, 2, • • • , f\Xn—X0\dp

—K). Set Yn = E(X„\£), re = 0, 1, 2, • • • . In the present situation

£(•[£) is a linear operator as well as isotone. Also F0— F„GLi(£),

«=1, 2, • • • , so that there is a cr-finite event ^4G£ such that

F0-Fn = 0on^c,re = l,2, • • • . Then f\ Y0-Yn\dp = fA\ Y0-Yn\dp

^fAE(\Xo — Xn\ | £)dp = fA\X0 — Xn\dp—>0 as re—>«>. Thus F„ con-
verges in Lx to F0. The proof is completed by the remark that two

continuous transformations from Lx to Lx coinciding on LxC\L2 co-

incide also on Lx.

Theorem 4. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a family F of

random variables be R(£) for some a-lattice £ containing 0 and fi are:

(8) F is a conditional ^-lattice;

(9) each constant random variable is in F;

(10) F is a convex cone.

Proof. One readily verifies that if £ is a sub-cr-lattice of S contain-

ing 0 and fi then F = R(£) has the stated properties. Conversely,

suppose F has these properties. Let £ denote the class of events A

lor which there exist real a and XGPsuch that A = [X>a]. Property

(9) implies 0G£, fiG£. For fixed XE.F, let D denote the class of

real-valued Borel functions c/> of a real variable such that <p(X)ÇEF.

One verifies that D is a lattice under the usual partial ordering of real

valued functions, and contains the function <j>(t) =0 for t ^o, <p(t) = 1

for t>a, for every real a. If a is real and X is in F, then the indicator

random variable of the event [X>a] is also in F. Property (8) then

implies that £ is a cr-Iattice. It follows from the definition of £ that

FC.R(£). The reverse inclusion is shown using approximation by

simple random variables, completing the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 5. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a family M(ZL2

be L2(£) for some a-lattice £ containing 0 and fi are:

(11) M is a lattice closed in L2;

a real, XGM, A = [X>a], p(A) < <x=>xiA)EM;
(12)

a real, XEM, A = [X^a], piA°) < *>^-x(A°)<EM;

(13) M is a convex cone.

If /¿(fi) < 00, (12) may be replaced by (9) with F replaced by M,

for then (11), (9) and (13) together imply (12). The special case of

Theorem 5 in which ^(fi) < 00, "cr-lattice" is replaced by "<r-field" and

"lattice" is replaced by "vector lattice" in (11) is due to Sidák [3].
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Proof of Theorem 5. The necessity is a consequence of well-

known properties of L2 and A(£). To prove the sufficiency, let £+

denote the class of events A for which there exist a =5:0 and XGM

such that A = [X > a ], and £_ the class of events B such that there

exist b^O and YEM such that B= [Fè -b]. It follows from (12)

that xU)EM if a>0 and ~xiBc)EM if 6>0. From (11) and (13)
it follows that if C is a countable union of events in £+ then C is

also a countable union of events [X>a] for which a>0, since

[A>0] = U„ [A>1/»]. Further, if a¿>0, and if At= [A¿>a,]G£+,
t=l, 2, then Ay\JA2 = [(Ai/ai)V(A2/a2)>l]G£+by (11). It follows
that if C is a countable union of events in £+ then there are events

^4¿G£+ such that x04<)GM, AiCAi+i, i = l, 2, • • • , and such that

C=Ui11^i. Define c»=minls/sn (l/j^Aj) -/x(^y-i)]I/2) iAo = 0)

and

n n

Zn= 2Z c,[xiA,) - xiA,-i)] = 2^,XÍAy)iCy - C+i) + xiAn)Cn+l,
v-1 v=l

Z = ¿ c,[xiA,) - xiA^i)].
v=l

Property (13) implies that ZnEM, »=1, 2, • • • . Also

/CO

(Z - Zn)2du =   £ ¿MA,) - mU-i)] -> o
y=n+l

as »-»co, so that by (11), ZEM, and C=[Z>0]G£+. Thus £+ is

closed under formation of countable unions. We note that if

A=[X>a], XEM, a>0, then xi^)EM by (12), so that also

A = [xiA)>0]; thus for every ^4G£+ there exists XEM such that

A = [X>0]. If AiE£+, ¿,= [A<>0], XiEM, i=l, 2, then A^A,
= [AiAX2>0]G£+ by (11). Thus £+ is closed under the formation

of finite intersections. If C is a countable intersection of events in £+,

there is therefore a sequence {C„} of events in £+ such that

COC+i, »=1, 2, • • • , and C=n;_1 C». If Ci= [Ai>0], XiEM,
set Ai=*[Xi>l/i], so that ^¿G£+, ¿<C4*+ii Ui"i^» = Gi, and

xiA()EM, i = l, 2, • • • . If Cn=[An>0], XnEM, A„^0, then
AiCn=[xiAl)AXn>0]; also niA,)=ni[Xi>l/i]) so that (12) and

(13) imply xiAiCn)EM, i = 1, 2, • • • , » = 1, 2, • ■ • . Further, for

fixed i, A*=i xiAiCn) converges in A2 as k—>oo to A".t xiAiC„) EM by

(11), so that rCi^iC = [K-ixiAiCn) > 0] G £+. Hence
C=Ui™ if1"=1 AiCnE£+. Thus £+ is closed under formation of counta-

ble intersections. Similarly £~ is a cr-lattice. Further, the following

examination of cases demonstrates that AE£+, BE£~^>ABE£+,
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A\JBE£r. Case 1: A = [x(A) = l], x(A)EM, B=[-x(B°)=0],
-X(B°)EM. Set X = x(A)-2x(B°), then AB= [X>0] = [X= l]
G£+ since X<EM. Set Y=2X(A) -XiBc), then AKJB=[Y^0]

= [F>-1]G£- Case 2: ¿=U4"-i¿í, ¿«O*«* ¿«-[x(¿«)-l].
X(4;)£tf, f-1, 2, ••• ; 5 = 0,-15,, 505Í+1, 5,= [-x(5ï)=0],

-X(5Î)GAT, *=1, 2, • ■ • . Then AB = [ita=x^x AiBjE£+ and AKJB
= n;,1Ui"i(^iW5J)G£- Thus ^G£+, 5G£-=>^5G£+, A\JB
G£~ Set £ = £+U£-, then £ is a cr-lattice and ^4G£ if and only

if there exist real a and XGM such that A = [X>a]. Thus if XGM

then XGL2 and [X>ö]G£ for every real a, so that XGL2iL). Hence

MC.L2(£), and the reverse inclusion can be shown using approxima-

tion by simple random variables, completing the proof of the theorem.

Finally, it is clear that the results of this paper make it possible to

extend the results of [l ] so as to omit the restriction ju(fi) < co.
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